Unofficial List of Fall 2011 Courses
For more accurate information about course offerings and the times please check:
https://prodoasis.ipfw.edu/pls/PROD/xhwschedule.P_SelectSubject

### Computer Science
- ACS 576 (Stanchev) Distributed Database Systems, M 6:00 - 8:45
- ACS 560 (Tanik) Software Engineering, Tu 6:00 - 8:45
- CS 503 (Liu) Operating Systems, W 6:00 - 8:45
- CS 590 (Yoo) Topics in CS: Data Mining and Info Mgmt, W 6:00 - 8:45
- ACS 572 (Wolfe) Heuristic Problem Solving, Th 6:00 - 8:45

### Math & Stat
**Summer**
- MA 556 Introduction to the Theory of Numbers,

**Fall**
- MA 511 (TBD) Linear Algebra with Applications, Tu/Th 4:30 - 5:45
- MA 523 (TBD) Introduction to Partial Differential Equations, M/W 6:00 - 7:15
- MA 553 (TBD) Introduction to Abstract Algebra, M/W 4:30 - 5:45
- MA 571 (TBD) Elementary Topology, Tu/Th 4:30 - 5:45
- STAT 512 (TBD) Applied Regression Analysis, Tu/Th 6:00 - 7:15
- STAT 516 (TBD) Basic Probability and Applications, M/W 4:30 - 5:45

### Technology
- TECH 540 (Narang) Reliability and Maintenance, Tu 4:30 - 7:15
- TECH 569 (TBD) Simulation Modeling, Tu/Th 6:00- 7:15
- TECH 646 (Lin) Analysis of Research in Industry and Tech, M 6:00 – 8:45

### OLS
- OLS 510 (TBD) Foundations of Behavior and Leadership in Orgs, Tu 6:00 – 8:45
- OLS 530 (Hite) System Change and Org. Development, Sat 9:00 - 11:45 AM (TBD)
- Will not meet every Sat

### Physics
None

### Business
(Requires permission from MBA office and you must satisfy their prerequisites)
- BUFW-A524 (Kim) Decision Making & Global Economic Environ. Th 6:00-8:45
- BUFW-D542 (Novak) Strategic Cost Management Tu 6:00-8:45
- BUFW-F542 (Di) Financial Analysis & Decision Making Tu 6:00-8:45
- BU FW-M540 (Moore) Data Analysis & Management Science M/W 6:00 – 7:15
- BUFW-M542 (Leonard) Leadership & Mgmt of People in Orgs Tu/Th 6:00 – 7:15
- BUFW-M552 (Bingi) Management of Information Technology Tu/Th 6:00 – 7:15
- BUFW-M560 (Karaatli) Marketing and Cust. Relationship Mgmt M/W 7:30 - 8:45
- BUFW-M570 (Gurgur) Operations & Supply Chain Management Tu/Th 7:30 - 8:45
- BUFW-M575 (Palevich) Enterprise Resource Planning M/W 7:30 - 8:45
- BUFW-M575 (TBD) Intellectual Property Dev 1 Tu 6:00-8:45
- BUFW-M590 (Todorovic) Strategic Management M/W 6:00 – 7:15